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Certain Asian military Special Operations use and prefer short sword type weapons in close quarter battle situations.  
Yes, they even prefer swords to firearms in CQB (Close Quarter Battle).  Some are using the traditional Philippine short 
sword called the Bolo. 
 
Bolos are basically short swords; characterized by having a native hardwood handle, a full tang, and by a blade that 
both curves and widens, often considerably so, at its tip. This moves the centre of gravity as far forward as possible, 
giving the knife extra momentum for chopping vegetation. So-called "jungle bolos", intended for combat rather than 
agricultural work, tend to be longer and less wide at the tip.  (“Jungle bolos” may resemble a more traditional sword) 
 
During World War II the American military recognized the superiority of Kali for close quarters combat. In 1942 the 
United States Marine Corps enlisted Filipinos to teach combat blade fighting with the knife, bayonet, Bolo (short 
sword), and other hand-to-hand combat skills to the elite Marine Raider Battalions that spearheaded the war against 
the Japanese in the central Pacific. Most significantly, the First (1st) Filipino Regiment of the US Army became 
recognized as the original BOLO BATTALION. This unit, along with others such as the Philippine Scouts and other 
guerrilla units established the modern military legacy of Filipino Kali during the liberation of the Philippines when they 
fought blade to blade and blade to rifle and defeated the finest units of the Japanese Imperial Armed Forces armed and 
trained in the art of the Samurai. 
 
The Force Recon Marines have reinstituted and revitalized the historical use of authentic Filipino Blade fighting 
technology within the Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP). Today, they are recognized as the leaders and subject 
matter experts (SME) in the use of Edged-Impact Weapon Strategy and Tactics within the AFP and now train all foreign 
special operations forces and ground force military units conducting joint training exercises and combat operations 
against insurgents and terrorists groups in the Philippines. Since 1998 they have proven the superiority of the Pekiti-
Tirsia system against other military close quarter combative methods including the US Marine Corps Martial Art 
Program (MCMAP), SCARS method of US Navy SEALS, and the LINE method of US Army Special Forces. As in yesteryear 
when the Filipino instructed famous US military units of WWII including the Marine Raiders, Army Alamo Scouts, and 
led a successful guerrilla warfare campaign against the Japanese invaders by battalions armed with the Bolo (Short 
sword), the Filipino fighting man is again recognized as the military Master of the Blade. 
 
The Ginunting's claim to fame is that Today is it used by the Philippine marines as the official Sidearm of the armed 
forces. It is used to fight insurgents at close quarters and is a great all-purpose tool for their wilderness survival needs. 
Recon Force, the company that provides the Philippine Marines with their Ginunting, is headed by a Bladesmith and 
Filipino Marine who goes by the name of Sgt Prado. Here is his version of the Ginunting:  
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My guess is that many of these blade designs originally came from farming implements, which use forward curving 
blades to help chop more effectively. I've been told that Eskrima stikes are similar in execution to a drawcut/ Saber cut, 
and a blade that curves forward facilitates a cutting with a drawcut motion, as demonstrated from a pic from another 
forum. 
 

 
There have been stories about Japanese soldiers in WWII getting their limbs hacked off in ambushes from people 
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wielding such forward-curved bolos (and in the southern regions, the same was said about decapitation and even 
slicing bodies in half with Kris, which are also forward-curved swords). 
 
Ginunting 
Length overall 26.5 inches // Blade length 20.0 inches 
 
Perfect for close quarter attacks, the Ginuntings are shaped like a beak as the tip of these swords are curved 
downward, similar to Kukris of the Gurkhas.  Ginuntings are the official swords of the Philippine Marines. The Ginunting 
is easier to use as a utility tool, as jungle bolos, for clearing brush, slaughter tools for hunting, chopping small pieces of 
wood for fire and a perfect weapon to carry.M16s and the other firearms used for war in the jungles of the 
Philippines 
 
 


